
Scott Wilkie Parental Survey re: Remote Learning - March 2021

Outcomes or Learning captured re: online learning post lockdown

47 surveys were returned

Q1 – Q Pie Chart Key Agree Neutral Disagree

1) I was happy with the teaching and learning offered on line:

2) The school/teachers communicated well with home:

3) My family was well supported by the school to access online learning

4) My child received the right amount of school work to complete.

5) My child was supported when they didn’t understand or needed extra help.



5) What did we do well?

Responses fell broadly into the 9 categories below. Some examples of comments which are representative of wider responses and those which give useful

specific information are included.

Support & care for students
–   12 responses

Good communication –
10 responses

Everything was great –
8  responses

Teaching – 5  responses Well organised –  3 responses

● Give support and making
the lessons fun and
understanding

● Extra support for my son
● Checking in on late kids,

love of reading, keeping kids
engaged with various
activities

●

● The teachers were so
professional with their
teaching skills.

● It was enough work
and the afternoon was
fun and the
communication

● All home learning
support was helpful

● You used the time to teach the
children and did well.

● You taught my kid as well as
motivated him to do work

● Live online lessons were well
planned out and engaging, and
that had a big impact on my
child’s mental well-being, being
able to visually see her
classmates in the classroom
streams.

Addressing barriers e.g.
technical difficulties/support
for parents  – 3 responses

Providing devices  –   3
responses

Inclusion of all,
encouragement &
engagement – 2
responses

Other

● Providing Computer,
contacting us by Phone,
your availability to any
questions and queries etc

● ● Got the kids involved ● The way my child was taught on a special day with a fellow class
mate to learn the subject his having trouble with whilst attending
school before the lockdown, I find him to have a better
understanding in maths and he was taught the correct way to
really understand, he feels like his got a better understanding and
find maths easier.

● Consistency in lessons taught. Literacy lessons very engaging.
Good range of learning activities covering more areas

● Was consistent with the structure and learning objectives day after
day. Managed to reach good learning aims.



6) What could we do to improve our approach to home learning?

Nothing/Not sure/It was all good –
23 responses

More work – 2 responses Other

● Nothing. The teachers did a

perfect job in the middle of a

pandemic.

● More home work
● It will be better if kids left

with a little extra work at
the end of school.

●

● I would have liked for every student to be given the chance to be more
outstanding and speak to interact, especially the ones who are timid and more
afraid to voice their answers or opinions when being taught. I thought they
might be quiet but at the same time they have got clever ideas, were just too
scared to interact.

● You could have explained the work more clearly
● More differentiation in math lessons. For example; Extension tasks

pre-uploaded on topic areas being studied so higher ability students can work
independently while waiting for other students. Not enough PE. It would be
better if this was teacher lead or more directed (specific weblink) and regular.
Timetabled structure of lessons lunch and breaks to be made available for
parents even if it's just an estimate/appx as this will be helpful for parents also
working from home with busy schedules.

● Tell the teacher not to scream and shout when a child did not fully understand
the question and got the answer wrong. Not to speak in a condescending
manner and humiliate the child in front of the class. Have the teacher not
speak in street talk saying ma bad when she should say oh my mistake I have
done that wrong.

● Longer time for kids to learn in the day on online school
● I know that it is not easy anymore as educators I know that they will always

know what is good for our children in educational terms, of course with the
support of parents.

Communication with parents –  2
responses

Greater engagement with
adult support/monitoring –  2
responses

● Give parents a way to contact
the class teacher e.g an email
address so we could contact
the teacher if there are any
concerns that arise

● You guys can improve on telling
us the apps and how to use it

● Have more interactive
break out rooms with not
only the kids but teaching
assistants.

● Keeping an eye more
often on the learning




